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Measurement of correlated multiple light scattering in ultracold atomic 85Rb
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We report an experimental study of correlated multiple light scattering in an ultracold gas of 85Rb confined
in a magneto-optic trap. Measurements are made of the polarization dependence of the spatial and spectral
profile of light backscattered from the sample. The results show an interferometric enhancement sensitive to
coherent multiple scattering in the atomic gas, and strong variations with the polarization of the incident and
detected light. The spatial width and peak value of the enhancement are found to be dependent on the sample
size. Comparison of all the measurements with realistic quantum Monte Carlo simulations yields a very good
agreement.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.68.033816 PACS number~s!: 42.50.Ct, 34.80.Qb, 42.25.Dd
I. INTRODUCTION
When electromagnetic radiation propagates in optically
dense media, multiple scattering can dominate the transmis-
sion and scattering properties. For condensed systems, Mie
scattering usually predominates, although Rayleigh scatter-
ing may be important for nanoscale materials. In general, the
description of radiative transport in such media, which in-
clude a wide range of materials such as aerosols, turbid liq-
uids, and disordered solids is often made with models assum-
ing incoherent transport of the intensity of the
electromagnetic wave. Wave transport, however, in which
the phase of the wave is partially maintained even after
multiple-scattering events, is important in many cases, and in
fact, coherent radiative transport has been observed in solids,
liquids @1,2#, and in atomic gases @3#. In all these cases, there
are correlations associated with multiple scattering of light,
though the positions of the scatterers are uncorrelated, which
survive configuration averaging. The earliest observations of
coherent effects in radiative transport were of coherent back-
scattering @4–6#, an effect in which light backscattered from
a sample can originate from reciprocal, time-reversed paths
inside the medium @1,2,7,8#. When the relative phases asso-
ciated with the time-reversed paths are partially maintained,
interference for light scattered into a narrow cone in the
backward direction is observed. The appearance of the co-
herent backscattering ~CBS! cone has been described as a
weak localization effect for light @1,9#. Although no real lo-
calization is associated with this phenomenon, the appear-
ance of the coherent backscattering effect is an indicator that
coherent wave transport is occurring in the medium. It is
believed that this process is of basic importance to the ob-
servation of true, or strong localization of light in a medium.
There have been two recent reports of observation of strong
localization of electromagnetic radiation @10,11#. In addition,
lasing in random media, which may be considered as coher-
ent radiative transport in a medium with gain, has been re-
ported by several groups @12#.
Atomic gases form a fundamentally and practically im-
portant medium in which the dynamics of coherent radiative
transport and light localization can be studied. The existence
of strong and spectrally narrow resonances allows the radia-
tive transport properties of the medium to be readily studied
over a wide range of optical depths. For example, excitation
of the atoms near a resonance transition, and variation of the
polarization of the exciting light, permits control of the scat-
tering length and the tensor character of radiative transfer
effects. Applied magnetic or electric fields may also be used
to change both the mean-field character of the atomic vapor,
as is often studied, or the light-scattering properties of the
individual atoms. In addition, with increased light intensity, a
perturbative description breaks down, and the physics of the
atom-field system becomes much richer, even for scattering
in optically thin atomic gases @13,14#. As discussed in more
detail in the following section, there have been many studies
of light propagation in optically dense atomic gases. How-
ever, the majority of these studies have been in thermal
atomic gases, for which interpretation has focused on inten-
sity transport through the sample. Over the last few years,
considerable attention has been drawn to experimental mea-
surements of coherent radiative transport in ultracold atomic
gases. The first observations were made of the coherent
backscattering effect in ultracold samples of 85Rb confined
in a magneto-optical trap @3#. Subsequently, fascinating stud-
ies have explored the geometrical and dynamic effects of
applied magnetic fields on the spatial profile of the coherent
backscattered light intensity @3,15,16#. In addition, recent
theoretical efforts on wave transport in ultracold atomic
gases by Mu¨ller et al. @17# and by our group @18# have fo-
cused on realistic modeling of some of the processes.
It is important to realize that light scattering in atomic
vapors differs fundamentally from many studies in solid and
liquid samples, even when the scattering centers in the latter
case are sufficiently small that the scattering is primarily of
the Rayleigh type. The first of these differences is that the
radiative response of an atomic gas is characterized by rela-
tively few strong and very-high-Q resonances. Second, the
internal quantum states of the scatterers may be readily ma-
nipulated by the polarization of the radiation, thereby having
a profound quantum statistical effect on observable interfer-
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ences. Third, if the radiation initially incident on a sample
has nonclassical features, then those properties themselves
can be transferred to the atoms resulting, for example, in
macroscopic entanglement of the sample @19#. In addition,
and likely of essential importance to efforts to achieve strong
localization of light in an atomic vapor, the properties of the
scatterers themselves, and the subsequent scattered radiation,
may be strongly modified by the radiation, leading necessar-
ily to a nonlinear and many-body description of the process.
In addition to playing the central role in the fundamental
areas described above, including efforts to observe strong
localization in an atomic medium, coherent multiple light
scattering has important potential applications in several
other areas of atomic and mesoscopic physics. These include
intriguing magneto-optic effects @20# and the well-known dy-
namics and stability of ultracold confined atoms, such as
atomic gases confined in a magneto-optic trap.
II. SCIENTIFIC PERSPECTIVE
In this section, we provide an overview of some radiative
transport intensity effects in atomic gases which may be con-
trasted with the coherent wave transport effects which are the
main focus of our studies. This will make clear some of the
connections between the two, and also introduce some of the
different phenomena which might be expected when coher-
ent wave transport dominates the collective radiative proper-
ties of an atomic medium.
One of the most common descriptions of transport of ra-
diation in atomic media is in terms of radiation trapping @21#.
In this complex and generally nonlocal phenomenon, light is
multiply scattered by atoms or molecules in an optically
dense gas, leading to a slowing of the effective rate at which
light energy is conveyed from one part of a sample to an-
other. Among the more directly measurable effects are the
lengthening of the observed radiative decay rate of atomic
and molecular levels and complex distortion of the spectral
profile of radiation emerging from the vapor. Various theo-
retical descriptions are available through, for example, the
Holstein equation or through radiative transport equations of
the processes @21#. The problem is made particularly difficult
because of spectral redistribution of light as it propagates
through the vapor. For a thermal atomic gas, redistribution is
dominated by collisions, by Doppler shifts associated with
absorption and reemission of the light, and by inelastic ra-
diative transitions in the atomic medium. An important fun-
damental limitation of many descriptions of radiative trans-
port is the neglect of interferences associated with coherent
transport of the electromagnetic wave through the medium,
rather than the intensity of the associated wave. These effects
are expected to appear in several circumstances: ~a! when
there is recurrent scattering in the vapor, ~b! when higher-
order correlations in light scattering are measured, and ~c!
when interferometric observables are directly studied, such
as in the coherent backscattering effect. Phenomena associ-
ated with this are to some extent related to the partial fre-
quency redistribution of radiation in scattering from an
atomic resonance line @21#. However, for the scattering of
weak field and nearly monochromatic classical radiation
from an atomic line, the scattering in the atom’s rest frame is
always coherent, so long as collisions may be neglected. To
describe this more clearly, it is necessary to specify what is
meant by coherent transport, particularly in relation to other
coherent effects that frequently are observed in atomic va-
pors.
First of all, we consider continuous and very nearly
monochromatic but weak incident radiation having a spectral
width much narrower than a characteristic atomic line width.
Under these circumstances, the radiation undergoes quasi-
elastic scattering in the atomic rest frame, with only a nor-
mally small recoil shift in the atomic energy. In the labora-
tory frame, however, there are frequently large Doppler shifts
associated with both the incoming and outgoing radiation
fields, and there are also phase shifts that generally depend
on the atom velocity in the laboratory. For light that is mul-
tiply scattered in a thermal atomic vapor, these shifts lead
generally to dephasing and redistribution of the radiation; the
interferences associated with wave scattering then often do
not survive configuration averaging. Second, there are well-
known effects that are related to radiation trapping in a va-
por, and which also depend on coherent evolution of atomic
observables in applied magnetic fields. In several circum-
stances, including those associated with the Hanle effect and
with double-resonance experiments, the phenomenon of ‘‘co-
herence narrowing’’ directly results from multiple scattering
in the vapor @22#. A similar effect also occurs in the coherent
evolution of the atomic orientation. Higher-order electronic
multipoles may be created, and should have a dynamical
narrowing associated with them, but these do not normally
play a role in atomic dipole radiation, a situation frequently
of importance in radiative transport.
With this background, coherent radiative transport can
generally be understood as the transport of wave amplitude
~rather than intensity! through an atomic vapor. The funda-
mental difference between wave amplitude radiative trans-
port and wave intensity transport is that there are interfer-
ences which appear in the total intensity, and which can have
profound influence on the radiative properties of the system.
When stochastic phase and frequency shifts associated with
the physical system become large, or are not in some way
compensated for, the interferences do not survive configura-
tion averaging, and a classical radiative transport equation
results in a proper theoretical description of the dynamics of
wave intensity in the system. However, there are circum-
stances when the interferences do survive averaging over un-
selected variables, and it is these situations that concern us
here.
In the present work, the principal observable is the coher-
ent backscattering effect, which is a definitive and striking
characteristic of coherent radiative transport of light in a me-
dium. In coherent backscattering, radiation follows recipro-
cal multiple-scattering paths through a medium. For a semi-
infinite medium, it is straightforward to show that the
geometric phase difference accumulated on a multiple-
scattering path is given by @1,9#
Df5~ki1ks!~rf2rl!.
In the equation, ki and ks are the wave vectors of the
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incident and scattered light, while rf2rl is the spatial sepa-
ration between the first and last scatterers. In the backscatter-
ing direction ki1ks50, and so the accumulated phase dif-
ference is zero. Averaging over all possible paths resulting in
the same value of rf2rl gives a characteristic and well-
understood cone-shaped spatial profile associated with the
backscattered light. This profile, including its amplitude rela-
tive to an incoherent background and its general shape, de-
pends on the mean length of a multiple-scattering path in the
medium and on the permitted Rayleigh, elastic Raman, and
inelastic Raman transitions in the atom. It should also be
pointed out that there are other experimentally accessible ob-
servables @23,24#, including the noise spectrum associated
with scattered light, which may serve as indicators of coher-
ent radiative transfer; we focus here on the coherent back-
scattering effect.
In a CBS experiment, the intensity of light scattered by a
sample is measured for a range of scattering angles in the
nearly backward direction. In the direct backward direction,
the angle u between ki and ks is p , making the phase Df
50 and constructive interference maximum. Away from the
backward direction, the interference terms go to 0 when the
phase Df;p , leaving a so-called incoherent background. It
is important to realize that this background can have strong
variations in intensity due to multiple coherent scattering
from a single configuration of scatterers. This single- and
multiple-scattering speckle disappears upon configuration
averaging, leaving only the coherent backscattering cone.
There are generally three contributions to the backscattered
radiation, these being the single-scattering intensity Is , and
the so-called ladder (I l), or direct terms and the crossed (Ic),
or interference terms. From these quantities it is customary
to define an enhancement E as the ratio of the total intensity
to the sum of the ladder plus single-scattering intensities. For
classical scatterers the maximum value of the enhancement is
E52. However, for mesoscopic atomic samples, the en-
hancement ~and spatial width! depends sensitively on the
physical size of the sample.
In this paper, we describe in detail experiments on corre-
lated multiple light scattering in an ultracold gas of atomic
85Rb. In the present studies, the spatial and polarization de-
pendences of the conical backscattering signal are measured
for a well-characterized sample of ultracold 85Rb atoms con-
fined in a magneto-optic trap. Detailed description of the
experimental arrangement and protocols is also given. Origi-
nal measurements of these quantities, also in an ultracold gas
of atomic 85Rb, were reported by Labeyrie et al. @3#. How-
ever, in those experiments the atomic sample had a signifi-
cantly larger spatial size and contained an order of magni-
tude more atoms, thus having several times the optical depth,
in comparison with the data reported here. Even though the
atomic constituents are the same, these are nontrivial differ-
ences for mesoscopic samples where the observables, such as
the coherent backscattering, depend on the fact that the co-
herence extends over the full size of the atomic sample. In
fact, as shown experimentally here ~by comparison with the
results of Labeyrie et al. @3#! both the spatial width of the
atomic backscattering cone and the enhancement depend on
the atomic spatial density distribution and on the optical
depth. To extract the dependence on the mesoscale variables,
we have made absorption measurements of the on-resonance
optical depth and characterized the spatial atom distribution
by fluorescence imaging. In addition, we have measured, in
the helicity channels, the spectral variation of the total inten-
sity of coherent plus incoherent light scattered from the
sample. These variations also depend on sample size and
optical depth, but have only a small contribution due to the
coherent backscattering cone.
Finally, the spatial and polarization variations of the back-
scattered light, including the CBS cone region, are then com-
pared with quantum Monte Carlo simulations of the process
@18#, these being done for physical conditions closely
matched to those of the experiments. We point out that the
theoretical development of the simulations has been previ-
ously reported @18#, and also the quality of the results estab-
lished by comparison with the experimental coherent back-
scattering cone shape in the lin’ lin polarization channel. In
this paper, we present further results comparing experiment
and simulation for all four standard polarization channels ~as
defined in the following section!, on the spatial variation of
the total backscattered intensity in the vicinity of the F53
→F854 hyperfine transition. The nontrivial polarization
variations are due to the interplay between atomic Rayleigh
and Raman transitions in multiple scattering, and also de-
pend significantly on atomic sample size and optical depth.
III. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH
An energy-level diagram of the hyperfine transitions rel-
evant to the experimental scheme is shown in Fig. 1. A sche-
matic diagram of the instrumentation used in the experiments
is shown in Fig. 2. The CBS external light source used in the
experiment is provided by an external cavity diode laser
~ECDL! that is stabilized by saturated absorption to the
excited-state hyperfine F53→F852,4 crossover resonance
FIG. 1. Partial energy-level diagram showing relevant transi-
tions in the D2 hyperfine manifold of 85Rb.
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associated with the 5s2 S1/2→5p2 P3/2 D2 transition. Here
F(F8) refers to the ground ~excited! level hyperfine mani-
fold. In general, the CBS laser may be tuned several hundred
MHz from nearly any hyperfine resonance in either 85Rb or
87Rb by a standard offset locking technique using an
acousto-optic modulator. In the experiments described in this
paper, the CBS laser is varied within a few linewidths of the
F53→F854 hyperfine transition. The laser bandwidth is a
few hundred kHz, much narrower than the natural width
;5.9 MHz, and the typical output power is about 5 mW
~this is attenuated significantly in order to have a on-
resonance saturation parameter of about 0.01!. In order to
produce a nearly Gaussian beam profile, the laser output is
launched into a single-mode polarization-preserving fiber
and then the beam is expanded and collimated to a 1/e2
diameter of about 8 mm. The collimation of the CBS beam is
confirmed with a shear-plate interferometer. The polarization
of the resulting beam is selected and then the beam passed
through a nonpolarizing, wedged and nominally 50-50 beam
splitter that passes approximately half of the laser power to
the atomic sample. The radiation backscattered from the
atomic sample is directed by the same beam splitter to an
antireflection-coated achromatic doublet field lens of 45 cm
focal length, which focuses the light onto the blades of a
mechanical chopper. A pair of achromatic doublet transfer
lenses then recollects the light and brings it to the focal plane
of a liquid-nitrogen-cooled charge-coupled device ~CCD!
camera. The diffraction limited spatial resolution is about
100 mrad, while the polarization analyzing power at 780 nm
is on the order of 5000 for the circular polarization channels
and 15 000 for the linear ones. The unused beam reflected
from the beam splitter, and the portion of the CBS beam that
passes through the magneto-optic trap ~MOT! chamber are
directed to beam dumps. The dumps are specially designed
to minimize backscattering of light to the detector. They con-
sist of a dielectric glass filter, which is strongly absorbing at
the CBS laser wavelength of 780 nm, inserted at Brewster’s
angle. The residual reflected radiation is directed to a flat-
black foam absorber, while the transmitted radiation is dissi-
pated in a flat-black painted Cu tube. With these precautions,
laser radiation scattered from the beam dumps is reduced to
negligible levels.
The sample of ultracold 85Rb atoms is formed in a vapor-
loaded MOT, which is operated in a standard six-beam con-
figuration on the closed F53→F854 hyperfine transition.
The main MOT laser beams are derived from a stabilized
ECDL master-slave arrangement and formed into three pairs
of retroreflected beams, each having a power of approxi-
mately 3.3 mW. Hyperfine repumping to accommodate the
weak leak to the F52 ground level is achieved by micro-
wave modulation of the slave laser to generate a sideband at
the F52→F853 transition frequency. The MOT lasers may
be redirected away from the fiber launcher by an acousto-
optic modulator placed after the slave laser. The combination
has an effective attenuation of about 65 dB.
Fluorescence imaging of the MOT showed that it was
approximately ‘‘cigar shaped,’’ having 1/e Gaussian radii of
about 0.55 mm and 0.69 mm. The radius r0 is defined in
terms of a Gaussian atom distribution n(r) according to
n(r)5n0exp(2r2/2r02), where n0 is the peak density in the
MOT. For this distribution, the optical depth b is related to r0
according to b5A2p s0 n0 r0, where s0 is the cross section
for light scattering @18#. For the present experiment, we de-
termine the optical depth by direct measurement of the trans-
mitted CBS light intensity, which is attenuated as e2b. For
the present trap, the resulting 85Rb sample has a peak density
of about 331010 atoms cm23 and an optical depth through
the trap center of about 6. The sample temperature is mea-
sured by a time-of-flight technique to be less than 50 mK.
For the experiments described here, where the signal con-
sists of light backscattered from the atomic sample, it is criti-
cal to minimize the influence of the windows used for direct-
ing the CBS laser beam through the chamber and for
detecting the subsequent scattered light. To minimize direct
reflections from the MOT windows, they are V coated at 780
nm, having thus a reflectivity per surface of about 0.25%. To
suppress further reflections from the entrance window, where
the CBS beam enters the MOT chamber, the window is
mounted on a vacuum bellows, allowing us to direct the
residual reflections outside the light collection apertures. Fi-
nally, to eliminate fringe formation in the focal plane of the
CCD camera, it is necessary to also use a 1° wedged light
collection window on the MOT vacuum chamber.
There are four polarization channels that are customarily
studied in coherent backscattering. For linearly polarized in-
put radiation, two of these correspond to measuring the back-
scattered light in two mutually orthogonal output channels.
These channels are customarily labeled as lin uu lin and lin ’
lin. Measurement in these channels is readily achieved by
removing the quarter-wave plate, shown in Fig. 2, and rotat-
ing the linear polarization analyzer located before the field
lens. For input radiation of definite helicity, which being gen-
erated by the linearly polarized input and the quarter-wave
plate, the helicity of the backscattered radiation is similarly
measured by rotation of the linear polarizer before the field
lens. The two channels in this case correspond to measure-
ments in the helicity preserved channel (huuh) and helicity
changed channel (h’h). Note that these polarization states
do not completely describe the backscattered radiation, un-
FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus, show-
ing the relative layout of the coherent backscattering polarimeter
and the 85Rb magneto-optic trap containing the ultracold atomic
scattering sample. Devices in the figure include an acousto-optic
modulator ~AOM!, linear polarization analyzer ~LP!, a quarter-wave
plate ~QWP!, a charge-coupled device camera ~CCD!, and the co-
herent backscattering laser ~CBS!. The magneto-optic trap is la-
beled as MOT.
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less observations are made in the exact backscattering direc-
tion. In general, there are four Stokes ~or equivalent! param-
eters required to describe the light, and in this case there are
only three for each input polarization state. For example, for
light of definite helicity incident on the atomic sample, a
linearly polarized backscattered component is possible when
observations are made off the exact backscattering direction.
However, to make comparison with other results, we have
confined here our measurements to the four customary chan-
nels.
The performance of the coherent backscattering polarim-
eter is first assessed by measuring how well the CBS laser
beam is brought to a focus on the CCD camera detector array
when a flat mirror is used in front of the sample chamber.
This measurement showed that the minimum spot size cor-
responded to a spatial resolution of about 100 mrad, which
closely matches the diffraction limit for the optical system.
The instrument was also used to measure the width of the
coherent backscattering cone from dilute liquid suspensions
of TiO 2 in water. As the width of the CBS cone is inversely
proportional to the mean free path of light in a sample, se-
quentially tittering the suspension showed again that the spa-
tial resolution is on the order of 100 mrad.
As a third and most direct test of the combined instru-
ments used in the experiments, we measured directly the
interaction of the coherent backscattering laser with ultracold
85Rb atoms confined in the MOT. The interaction of the co-
herent backscattering laser, tuned in the vicinity of the F
53→F854 hyperfine transition, generates an intense near-
degenerate four-wave mixing signal when the MOT lasers
are on. The angular spread of the degenerate four-wave mix-
ing signal from the trapped Rb atoms, which is generated by
pairs of the MOT laser beams and the CBS beam interacting
with the cold atoms, is ;100 mrad, consistent with the di-
rect reflection measurements described earlier. Although con-
sistent with measurements made using the other two meth-
ods, the phase-matching condition for the four wave mixing
implies that the exact angular position and width also depend
on the MOT laser beam alignment and so is somewhat sen-
sitive to the exact alignment of the MOT. It is also interesting
to note that for ideal standing waves set up by the MOT
lasers, the phase-matching condition for degenerate four-
wave mixing is the same as that for the CBS cone. This
circumstance permits convenient and quite precise position-
ing of the peak cone intensity on the CCD detector array.
The main measurement goal of the experiment is to de-
termine the angular, spectral, and polarization dependence of
the probe CBS light backscattered from an ultracold sample
of 85Rb atoms. To accomplish this, the general data-taking
protocol is to alternately switch on and off the MOT and
CBS lasers, thus measuring the scattered light from atoms
undisturbed by the MOT lasers. Switching is accomplished
by using acousto-optic modulators to suppress the coupling
of the laser light into the fiber optic cables directing the
MOT and CBS laser beams to the sample. The timing is
synchronized by a chopper in the CBS detection arm; the
complete timing cycle is shown in Fig. 3. The chopper is
required to gate the CCD detector, protecting it from the
intense trapping laser light scattered by the Rb sample when
the MOT lasers are on. This is the technique employed by
Labeyrie et al. @3# in the original atomic CBS experiments.
By adjusting the relative phase of the chopper and the MOT
laser acousto-optic modulation, signals from the trapping
phase may be completely eliminated from the CBS data
phase. The full data-taking duty cycle is 1%, this being when
the chopper is open to receive CBS scattering signals from
the ultracold Rb sample, and the CBS laser is directed to-
ward the sample. The remaining part of the cycle is used for
adjusting the chopper-open phase and for reconstituting the
MOT, preparing it for the next data cycle. In a typical 300-s
run, the signal due to light backscattered from the sample is
on the order of 500 counts per pixel. In addition to this
desired signal, there are background signals from light scat-
tered off components of the apparatus and from fluorescence
due to hot 85Rb atoms excited by the CBS laser. The total
background due to these sources is about 300 counts, with
the major part ;150 due to scattering of CBS laser light
from hot rubidium atoms in the chamber. The background
signal is measured by repeating the timing protocol above,
but with the current to the MOT field gradient coils turned
off. A single run consists of 300-s total signal and back-
ground runs, with the final measurement consisting of the
difference between the two. Typically ten or more runs are
accumulated in order to provide good statistics for further
analysis of the backscattering line shape and intensity.
Finally, there are several other elements of the experiment
that are critical for avoiding systematic errors in the mea-
surements. First of all, the CBS laser beam should be nearly
centered on the sample of cold atoms, as variations in the
wave-front amplitude across the cold atom sample can ad-
versely affect the backscattering enhancement @3#. In prac-
tice, this is accomplished by looking at the shadow of the
MOT in the transmitted CBS beam and centering the shadow
in the central part of the beam. Second, it is important that
the CBS laser does not disturb significantly the Rb sample
during the data-taking phase. This is because the coherent
backscattering line shape for small samples depends sensi-
tively on the optical depth @3#, on the size of the sample @18#,
and on the motion of the atoms in the sample @3#. The main
effects occur because the CBS laser accelerates the atoms
along its direction, with a maximum saturation acceleration
;105 m/s2. This puts constraints on the length of time that
the atoms are exposed to the CBS laser beam and also on the
intensity of the beam. During the data-taking cycle, the CBS
laser beam is switched on for 0.25 ms and the on-resonance
saturation parameter is limited to a maximum of 0.01, limit-
FIG. 3. Diagram showing the relative timing protocol for the
coherent backscattering experiments.
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ing the maximum velocity and displacement of the atoms to
acceptable levels.
IV. SIMULATION OVERVIEW
We have previously reported the details of a Monte Carlo
simulation @18# of coherent multiple light scattering in ultra-
cold atomic Rb. In that paper, the fundamental governing
equations were developed, and the simulation of the light
scattering was used to predict the width and enhancement of
the coherent backscattering cone under a variety of condi-
tions. The quality of the simulations was tested by compari-
son with our earlier experimental results in the lin ’ lin
polarization channel. Here we quite briefly describe how the
simulations were done, referring the reader to our published
work for details. As was discussed above for light scattered
by the sample in the backward direction, there are two con-
tributions in the energy flux, which are, respectively, called
ladder-type and crossed- or interference-type contributions.
For atomic light scattering in an ultracold gas, the interfer-
ence terms survive configuration averaging, and are respon-
sible for the CBS phenomenon. In our simulation procedure,
we randomly choose any chain of scatterers of a certain scat-
tering order, and then calculate both the ladder and interfer-
ence contributions to the scattered light intensity. To describe
the propagation of the light wave in the sample between the
scatterers as well as its propagation on incoming and outgo-
ing paths, we used the formalism of the Green propagation
function. For elastic scattering on cold atoms and after me-
soscopic averaging, this approach leads to the well-known
Bouguer-Lambert law for attenuation of the wave, and also
to proper description of the phase accumulation in the effec-
tive atomic medium. Repeating the simulation procedure
many times, we averaged the contributions over such ran-
domly chosen chains of the atomic scatterers and finally ob-
tained a reliable estimation of the output light intensity
which actually accumulates all the possible scattering chains.
Starting from single and double scattering, we extended our
procedure up to the higher orders where the partial contribu-
tions to the output intensity became negligible. Normally for
a spatially symmetric or close to symmetric atomic cloud,
the procedure can be truncated when the scattering order is
approximately twice as large as the optical thickness of the
sample. In the present case, that is about 12 orders of scat-
tering. The theoretical approach also analytically accounts
for the Zeeman degeneracy of the ground and excited levels,
and for inelastic Raman transitions due to the off-resonance
F53→F852,3 hyperfine transitions.
V. RESULTS
Images of the spatial distribution of backscattered light in
the four standard polarization channels and for resonant ex-
citation on the F53→F854 hyperfine transition are shown
in Fig. 4. With reference to the figure, and as discussed ear-
lier, these channels are customarily labeled as ~a! lin uu lin,
~b! lin ’ lin, ~c! huuh , and ~d! h’h . The images are color
coded to indicate by white and red the regions of peak inten-
sity, and blue and black the regions of lesser intensity, these
areas being evident in the figure. The region of peak intensity
is customarily called the ‘‘cone,’’ even though line scans
through the angular distribution are more nearly Lorentzian
than conical, and do not show the cusp-shaped peak charac-
teristic of coherent backscattering from a semi-infinite me-
dium. This is not due to the finite spatial resolution of the
instrumentation, but instead because very long multiple scat-
tering paths are necessary to generate the sharp conical spa-
tial feature.
Each of the CBS images in Fig. 4 corresponds to an av-
erage intensity of several thousand counts per pixel. These
characteristically represent an accumulation of 10–20 indi-
vidual data runs. However, the color-coded intensity scale in
Fig. 4 has been amplified to bring out features associated
with the cone region. This also brings out residual speckle
noise present in three of the four polarization channels. This
appears because there is background due to stray light scat-
tered off instrumental elements, including the quarter-wave
plate used in the helicity channels. Slight variations in the
configuration of the experimental apparatus during the
course of data taking and background subtraction lead to
residual speckle that is not completely eliminated by back-
ground subtraction. This is nearly absent in the lin ’ lin
channel because the quarter-wave plate is not used, and be-
cause detection polarization analysis suppresses most of the
remainder. In spite of this, the spatial asymmetries present in
the linear polarization channels are evident in the images.
These include the greater cone width in the vertical direction
for the lin uu lin channel and the lines of symmetry along the
bisectors of the incident and detected linear polarization di-
FIG. 4. Intensity diagrams showing the spatial variation of back-
scattered light, including the cone region, for four polarization
channels. The data correspond to an approximately 15315 mrad2
detection solid angle. ~a! lin uu lin, ~b! lin ’ lin, ~c! huuh , ~d! h’h .
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rections in the lin ’ lin channel. Each of these is discussed
further below.
To illustrate the cone profile, we present in Fig. 5 line
scans of the spatial intensity distribution through the center
of the cone for the helicity preserving and helicity nonpre-
serving polarization channels. For excitation and detection of
light of definite helicity, the intensity is not expected to de-
pend on the angular displacement around the direction of the
incident wave vector. We point out that, in final quantitative
data analysis, to extract the enhancement and cone widths,
the intensity profile is reduced by angular integration, about
the wave vector of the incident light, of the corresponding
data in Fig. 4. This procedure improves significantly the
signal-to-noise ratio for the wings of the cone, but does not
greatly improve the determination of the peak intensity at the
center of the cone. For the line scans shown in Fig. 5, we
have not integrated the data; as seen from the line scans the
cones have an angular width of about 1 mrad, and enhance-
ments that are typically less than 15%.
Also shown in Fig. 5 is a direct comparison ~not a fit!
with quantum Monte Carlo simulations of the coherent back-
scattering spatial profile @18#. The simulations are done for
conditions closely resembling those in the experiments. In
particular, an asymmetric Gaussian atom distribution with
Gaussian dispersions of 0.55 mm and 0.69 mm and with a
maximum optical depth of 5 is selected for the simulation.
The multiple scattering simulations are done for weak inci-
dent fields, where saturation and correlation are negligible.
Scattering orders of more than ten are necessary in order to
obtain convergence of the width and the enhancement. In
comparisons of the experimental results and the simulations,
there are two general elements to consider. The first of these
is the enhancement, which is quite sensitive to the polariza-
tion channel, and increases weakly with density at fixed
sample dimensions. The width of the cone, on the other
hand, is strongly dependent on the size of the sample, with
the width increasing nearly linearly with the inverse size of
the sample @18#. Qualitatively, this is because the cone width
is sensitive to the average location of the first and last scat-
terers associated with reciprocal paths, in the same way that
the fringe frequency in a double slit is sensitive to the slit
separation. To obtain the very good agreement seen in Fig. 5,
and in comparisons to follow, it is then necessary to have
careful measurements of the MOT size and approximate
measures of its shape. The quantitative agreement between
the experiment and the simulations shows that such measure-
ments can lead to inference of the average sample size from
the CBS measurements. We point out that varying the effec-
tive sample size by detuning the scattering radiation from
exact resonance is not strictly equivalent to changing the
physical sample size. The reason for this is that there are
variations in the backscattering interferences from off-
resonance hyperfine transitions; in the present case, these are
due to the off-resonance F53→F852,3 transitions.
In Fig. 6, we present similar scans, but for the two linear
polarization channels. These data are typically noisier than
the other polarization channels because of speckle noise
present in the environmental background light. As discussed
earlier, slight variations in the speckle during the course of
experimental runs lead to the variations shown. For the lin uu
lin polarization channel, the cone spatial line shape does not
generally possess axial symmetry about the direction of the
incident wave vector. Thus we present in the figure both
horizontal and vertical scans across the cone, where a hori-
zontal scan corresponds to a direction perpendicular to both
the incident wave vector and the direction of the incident
electric-field vector. In spite of the speckle noise in the data,
the spatial asymmetry is clear in the lin uu lin channel, where
the cone width is approximately two times wider for a verti-
cal scan than for a horizontal one. A physical reason for this
is that the scattering of linearly polarized light on the F53
→F854 transition is preferentially directed perpendicular to
the direction of the incident polarization, as expected for
electric dipole radiation from an aligned system. Multiple
scattering magnifies this propensity, and this makes the mul-
tiple scattering strongly localized in a horizontal plane. Thus
the first and last scatterers in a multiple-scattering sequence
lie to a good approximation along lines perpendicular to the
incident polarization direction, and the phase associated with
the detected light will vary relatively rapidly in that direc-
tion. However, the phase will vary much more slowly in the
vertical direction, in direct analogy to the interference fringes
formed from a horizontal double pin hole, and the resulting
cone will be significantly wider than that in the horizontal
direction. As shown by the solid lines in Fig. 6, this behavior
is again in very good agreement with theoretical simulations.
FIG. 5. Line scans through the CBS cone for the ~a! huuh and ~b!
h’h polarization channels. The solid curves are the result of quan-
tum Monte Carlo simulations of the CBS process for the corre-
sponding polarization channel.
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For the lin ’ lin polarization channel, there is a related sym-
metry, but one that does not arise directly from the angular
distribution in single scattering of light linearly polarized
perpendicular to the incident light, as this distribution is nec-
essarily isotropic. Instead it comes from the component of
light perpendicular to the incident polarization generated by
solely multiple scattering. As may be readily seen for lin-
early polarized light exciting an array of classical oscillators,
this contribution to the scattering has a maximum contribu-
tion in directions bisecting the horizontal and vertical direc-
tions, as recently demonstrated in CBS experiments in ultra-
cold strontium atoms @25#.
From the data in Figs. 5 and 6, we see that the interfero-
metric enhancement is on the order of 1.15 ~15%!, relative to
the incoherent background, for all four polarization channels.
This enhancement should be compared with what is ex-
pected, and seen for coherent backscattering from classical
scatterers, including light scattered from ultracold Sr atoms
on the 1S0→1P1 resonance transition. In that case, for the
helicity preserving (huuh) channel, single scattering is ab-
sent, and so the enhancement should be 2. It was first dis-
covered by Labeyrie et al. @3# that the enhancement in ultra-
cold Rb is significantly less than this. Generally, the physical
origin in the present case lies in the internal atomic hyperfine
structure, which permits elastic and inelastic Raman transi-
tions as well as Rayleigh scattering of monochromatic light
from the atoms. As discussed by Mu¨ller et al. @17#, it is
atomic transitions to a distribution of magnetic sublevels
along a multiple-scattering path that leads to an imbalance in
the direct and reversed scattering amplitudes, and thus to a
reduction in the overall enhancement. On the other hand, we
reemphasize that the ;1-mrad width of the cone is signifi-
cantly larger in the present work than that reported earlier
FIG. 6. Line scans through the CBS cone for the ~a! lin uu lin
~horizontal scan!, ~b! lin uu lin ~vertical scan!, and ~c! lin ’ lin
horizontal scan. In each case, results of quantum Monte Carlo simu-
lations are indicated by solid lines.
FIG. 7. Experimental and theoretical results for the total inten-
sity of light backscattered from the ultracold Rb sample. Data for
the two helicity polarization channels are shown.
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@3,17#. As pointed out in previous paragraphs, this is not due
to a difference in spatial resolution in the measurements but
instead arises from the sample-size dependence of this quan-
tity.
Finally, we have also measured and simulated the spectral
variation of the relative total intensity of light backscattered
into a 20320 mrad2 cross section centered on the cone re-
gion around u50 mrad. This quantity depends very weakly
on interference effects in the radiative transport, for the ma-
jority of this signal corresponds to the incoherent back-
ground. Representative data, corresponding to the two helic-
ity polarization channels, is shown in Fig. 7. There it is seen
that the spectral width is several times the natural width as-
sociated with single scattering. This occurs because the
sample is optically thick; even when the CBS laser is spec-
trally detuned an amount larger than the natural width, the
light penetrates further into the sample but is still scattered
and can contribute to the intensity emitted from the sample.
It is only when the detuning is so large that the optical depth
becomes significantly less than unity, that the scattering line
shape will reduce to that for single scattering. This broaden-
ing may alternately be related to the increase of the width of
the absorption profile in forward-scattered light, and may be
similarly modeled to obtain the qualitative effect. Also
shown in Fig. 7 is the result of simulations of the spectral
behavior. The overall agreement between experiment and
theory is seen to be very good, but suggestive that the true
optical depth in the experiments may be somewhat larger
than 6.
VI. SUMMARY
In summary, we have described in detail experiments ex-
amining some aspects of coherent wave transport in an ultra-
cold gas of atomic 85Rb. In particular, we have made de-
tailed measurements of the polarization-dependent spatial
shape and enhancement factor of the coherent backscattering
cone. We have found that for each of the four polarization
channels the enhancement factor for the coherent back-
scattering cones is in good accord with previous work. How-
ever, the widths of the cones are significantly different, re-
flecting the recently predicted sample-size dependence of
this quantity @18#. This was made possible by careful mea-
surements of the dimensions of the MOT sample. In addi-
tion, we have reported the variation of the relative total in-
tensity of backscattered light as a function of detuning from
atomic resonance. The measurements confirm earlier studies
which showed that there is a quantum statistical breakdown
of reciprocity in light propagating in a near-resonant atomic
vapor. In the present work, we also have made detailed mea-
surements of the sample size and shape, and compared the
CBS measurements to quantum Monte Carlo simulations of
the coherent wave scattering made under nearly identical
conditions. The agreement between the results shows that it
is possible, by inclusion of up to 20 scattering orders, to
accurately model the coherent multiple-scattering wave pro-
cess.
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